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INTRODUCTION many of the qualities associated with a city in
that large numbers of people work, are housed,

Man's concern with safety dates back to engage in recreational pursuits, are fed and
earliest pre-htstoric times, when his primary are tended to medically. It has the qualities
objective was survival against his enemies and of an industrial complex by virtue of the vari-
the elements. However, as is the case with ous shops it contains. It has many of the prob-
many other disciplines, the greatest advances lems usually associated with military oper-
made in System Safety have occurredin recent ations, such as armament activity, storage of
times. In the main, these advances have come large quantities of combustibles and the need
about through efforts focused upon twoclasses to conduct aircraft operations during good and
of activity. One engaged in by relatively few inclement weather conditions. Finally, safety
people but of great interest to the general interfaces that relate to ecology and pollution
public, relates to man's recent extensions of must now be considered in a more formal
his travels into new and unfamiliar environ- fashion. In relation to this latter interface
ments- into the depths of the ocean, through it can be considered that the ironclad rule

the atmosphere at great heights and speeds, usually accorded to ships' captains is now
into outer space and onto the surface of the being challenged as a consequence of the
moon. The other interfaces with larger hum- pre-dawn collision between two oil tankers
bers of people and is concerned with the pre- that occurred on 18 January 1971 which spilled
vention of hazardous events that are potentially nearly 900,000 gallons of oil into the eeologi-
catastrophic to many, such as inadvertent eally sensitive San Francisco Bay.
nuclear explosion, of either a military device
or a commercial power generating station, INTERFACE WITH SYSTEM
or loss of a large passenger aircraft. EFFECTIVENESS

The areas of System Safety Technology
which have benefited the most as a result of The disciplines that conventionally relate
these recent advances are: most intimately to System Safety are Relt-

1. The development of techniques for the ability (R), Maintainability (M), Quality Assur-
' identification of inherent problems so ance (Q), Human Factors (H), and Value Engt-
: that all hazards associated with a given neering (V). Unification of these, and other,i
: undertaking can be determined. This disciplines with System Safety can beachieved

aspect of System safety Technology through various techniques. The one chosen for
is discussed only peripherally in this use in this presentation is system effective-
document, hess, E, which is defined as

2. The formalizing of interfaces between
The measure of the extent to which a sys-

- System Safety and other technologies.
tern may be expected to achieve a set of

This aspect will be dealt with at some
stated system objectives.length.

The need for such formalization in a large, In general form the functional relationship
complex system can be illustrated by consid- between E and the "tittles" listed can be
erlng a large ship such as LHA. This ship has written.

since E is a function of t, and v,here
J

a is the achieved level of each parameter at some specified time in the system's life, and ]
/

s is the specified level established for that parameter, t
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the functional relationship expressed by One problem is brought about by the fact that
equation (1) needs to be written as an explicit the components of E are almost never corn-
expression if a value of E is to be obtained at pletely independent of each other. Another
some point in time. However, no single explicit relates to the fact that the components have

expression can be proposed, for E(t) defends different "utility values", k i. When these are
upon factors that are unique to each system, known, equation _1_ ca,, he written.

E(t) : f , , , ... 2

O_ki__. 1

Because of the considerablecomplexitiesin ventinga system from performingitslntended

establishingand measurlngthevariousparam- function,thereby degradingthe reliabilityof

eters thatcomFrise equation(2),itisneces- the system.

sary to obtainvalues for E by a process of In order tc define an interfacebetween
optimization. This is discussed later, safety and reliability which can be operated

upon by conventional scientific methods, it is
INTERFACE WITH RELIABILITY necessary that both domains be quantified

using compatible units. In the safety domain
System Safety is more closely related to quantification is accomplished by assigning

: and allied with reliability than with any of probabilities to events and then combining
1 the other disciplines defined by E. The basis these individual probabilities into an overall
i for this strong interface becomes apparent probability. In most general terms, all safety

i upon examination of fundamental definitions, calculations are derivable from the expres-
The generaUy accepted definition of Reli- sion

i ability is P(S) + P(F) = 1 3
; The probability that a system performs
! its intended function for a specified period where

',I of time under a set of specified conditions. S is the set of events that describe L fe

i A definition for Safety that fits most require- performance
merits is F is the set of events that describe unsafe

Freedom from those conditions that can
performance

- cause injury or death to personnel, dam- P(S" nd P(F) are probabilities of the oc- '
age to, or loss of, equipment or property, cu.ence of S and F respectively
Disregarding, for the moment, the fact that

i the definition for safety is qualitative rather Having transformed safety into probabilis- i
, than probabilistic in nature, it is evident that tic terms, mathematical operation is carried

hazards which occur without causing injury or out through manipulation with sample points,

, death to personnel, can fall into either the sets and events. It is possible to represent [
safety or reliability domain Further, itis also the S and F sets by means of a Venn diagram
evident that injuries and fatalities can result such as the one shown in figure 1. In this
from the inability of a system to perform figure, the rectangle, I, is presumed to con-
its intended function, a reliability concern, rain a finite number of sample points. These
Conversely, the occurrence of a hazard which define the safe event, S, the unsafe event, S,

affects only personnel, a safety concern, can, the reliable event, R, and the unreliable event, \
as a secondary effect, be responsible for pre- R. In turn, each of these four events consist of

i
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a defined collection of sample points, and each Figure 2, all the relationships between S, R
is a subset that is whoUy contained in the and their compliments are the same as in
universe, I. The interface between safety and Figure I. The interface between M and S is
reliability is represented by the lined area represented in Figure 2 by the arc cdf, and
found between the arc acb, the extension of the interface be_veen M and R is represented
the safety event into the reliability event, by the arc ecs. The area common to all three
and the arc dbb, the extension of the reli= events, S R M, is represented by the cross-
abil_ty event into safety. Two implications, hatched area bounded by the arcs c, cdand db.
readily apparent from an examination of fig- Perhaps the most obvious relationshipobserv-
ure I are: able from Figure 2 is that not all the sample

I. R, the unreliaLle event, which is rep- points in the subset MNR relate to the S event.
resented by all of the area outside the This is due to the fact that the fundamental
R event, includes sample points that role of maintainability is to increase system
are in the safe event, life, without necessarily enhancing safety.

2. Similarly, S, the unsafe event, repre- As a consequence, the utility of maintainability
sented by aU the area outside S, includes to the system, reflected by the value of E,
sample points that are contained in R. is enhanced as:

It might be presumed from an examination I. It becomes more expensive to replace
of figure I that the common goal of both safety the system rather than to keep it main-
and reliability is to expand the intersection of tained.
S and R, Sf3R, unit Sf_R = I. This would be 2. Acl,:-ving longer system life through
valid goal 'under the circumstance that I is improved reliability or redundancy of .
comprised only of events in S and R. Compli- parts becomes less cost effective
cations arise when events and other disci- than carrying out maintenance activ-
plines must be included in I. ities.

Consider now the safe event in relation to

INTERFACE WITH RELIABILITY AND the R and M events shown in Figure 2. Let the
MAINTAINABILITY sample points in S be divided into two subsets,

one relating only to equipment damage, SE,
Suppose now that maintainability consider- and one relating only to personnel injury, Sp.

atlons, which are also closely alUed with the It is clear that Spcanoecurevenwhen SE does
safety domain, are now inserted in I as shown not. For example, consider the case in which
in Figure 2. Maintainability Is a characteristic the life support system of a submarine Is
of System Design, Installation and operations damaged during submerged operation_,. Pre-
which may be defined, for both hardware and suming that a monitor and at arm system exists
human systems as and that it can provide adequate warning time,

there can be various sample points in Sp that
The probability that the system will be may be selected such that the safe event can
retained in, or restored to, a specified nevertheless occur.
condition within a given period of time, Some sample points, in the area defined by
presuming that maintenance is performed SNM, presume that maintenance is possible, ,
in accordance with a set of prescribed while others, in SLUR, presume that the equip-
procedures and allocated resources, ment to be used for contingency, escape or

rescue is rellable. The following guldelines
in turn, the term maintenance may be de- are offered in assigning sample points to
fined as SNM, SNR or SNRNM.

All actions necessary for retaining this 1. Direct removal and replacement of
system or restoring it to a specified faulty equipment, or the repair by per-

condition, sonnel in situ, is contained in S('M. _t

Since this definition of Maintain;,_llity is 2. Switching to a redundant equipment .
already expressed as a probability, its inter- through remote means such as telem-
face _lth Safety and Reliability can be ex- etry or in sl_ by attending personnel,

pressed by means of a Venn diagram. In dtis, is contained in SNM.
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3. Switching to r e d u n d a n t equipment ational role for a function performed by a given
through the use of built-in, seifchecking system is often referred to as its "mission".
circuits is contained in SNMf-IR. A system may be described by specifying

4. Redundancy used in maJoi'ity voting, 1. Its inputs and outputs as function of
for use in a fail safe configuration for time.
replicated elements is contained in 2. All the possible conditions (states) of
S_R. the system; i.e., the system phase

The process of idealizing the interrelation- space.
ship described by Figure 1 involved an expan- 3. A descriptive model relating inputs,
sion by R and S sample points in I such that outputs, and system space as a function
SNR I. Although, in Figure 2, there are of time.
sample points located both in IV[andin R which System inputs for LHA includes, among
permit the event S to occur, this process of hundreds of others, operational plans, con-
idealizing can be extended to RNSNM by per- tingency operational plans, qualification and
mitting the union of either R or M to fill the training requirements of crew members,
universe. That is, maintenance and overhaul activities and a

description of weather conditions. The system

(S_R)U(Sf}M)- T model includes considerations such as the
rate of fuel consumption as a function of speed

It is clear that, even when there are as far and range as a function of pitch and roll and
as three variables, there will be advantages alternate modes of operation in response to
and disadvantages to selecting one of the two potential hardware and personnel problems.
possible intersections for expansion in I. A definition for System Safety which relates
Increasing the number of variables that inter- all necessary factors is
act within I emphasizes still further the need

An optimum degree of safety, establishedfor increasing the intersection of S with other
parameters through the process of optimi- within the constraints of operational effec-

tiveness, time, cost and other applicable
zation, interfaces to safety, that is achievable
SYSTEMS SAFETY IMPLIES OPTIMIZATION throughout the life cycle of the system.

It has been noted that the application of This definition does not imply that one,
scientific methodology to safety requires the unique optimum is appropriate for the life of
ability to quantify. Further, it is considezed a system, although this possibility is not
that scientific metho0alogy applied to system unacceptable. Rather, the definition estab-
safety implies optimization. To offer evidence lishes a requirement that sytems analysis
for this point of view consider first the mean- techniques be applied to the domain of safety,
ing of the term System Safety. First, a system and that these techniques include a quanti-
may be defined as fication of safety over the entire life of the

system based upon all facets of the system.
A devic,=., echeme or procedure wnich As such, optimization is the essence of System
behaves in accordance with some descrip- Safety. It may be defined as
tton, its function being to operate on infor-
mation and/or energy and/or matter in The application of mathematics and simu-
some time reference in order to yield lation techniques for identification, examS-
information and/or energy and/or matter, nation and calibration of the interaction

This definition places no restriction upon between and among the elements of the
the size or complexity of the device, scheme system.

or procedure under consideration. Large sys- OPTIMIZING SYSTEM SAFETY
terns such as the LHA, sre usually comprised
of some composite of operational and support Achieving an "optimum degree of safety"
equipment, personnel, facilities and software requires that choices b_ made among the
which ire used together as an entity to per- vsrious alternative means available forarriv-
form or support a t,pecffied role. The oper- ing at a chosen objective. Vsrious "alternative

i
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means" may be found within the domains of however, is not free to trade-off all possible
those disciplines defined by E or wholly within variations in system output. Specifically, it is
the domain of safety. This latter circumstance considered undesirable in our culture :o equate
is illustrated by Figure 3 and is taken from the value of human life in terms as inanimate
the domain of hazard analysls. On the left equipment or mo_ey. Similarly, the notion that
hand side are the kinds of hazard analyses risks may be intentionally taken as part of the
that are performed, generally successively operation of a non-military system, based
in time, on a large system. Gn the right are upon a schedule of compensation for injury or

shown the logical flow of hazard analysis out-- fatalities that mav occur is equatlyundesirable
puts as a function of time. At one extreme, in our culture. The suggestion that such an
at t=0, are those tasks which imply the pre- attitude is not rigorously pursued has, par-
vention of hazardous occurrences, and at the ticularly in recent times, brought about con-
other extreme are those safety activities frontat!on between various elements of our
which are intended to minimize the effects of society and the creation of a host of new
a hazardous occurrence. Although included industry and government agencies oriented
for completeness, the tradeoffs between alter- towards re_olving these differences. System
native means in one discipline are not as dif- safety c_.nnot t.elp but find itself at the focus
ficult as the selection of trade-offs among of such considerations, and can make a valid
differing disciplines. Examples of alternate con:ribution toward enhancing safety in our
means which could be selected as optimum society through techniques that are useful for
between various disciplines include conflgu- integrating multi-faceted programs for large,
rations_ complex systems.
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